
• Regression analyses used to examine influence of RFp on naming latency
Ø Each analysis includes RF regressor for each position and a control regressor for word frequency
Ø Separate regression for each level of word length (since word length determines number of RFp regressors)

Methods
• Response latency data from speeded word naming task conducted for English Lexicon Project2

• 10,730 words sampled across 472 participants
• Words between 4-7 letters; each had at least one neighbor
• Analyzed trials with (self-reported) correct pronunciations (mean of 27.8 observations per word)

• For each word, computed the relative number of friends at each position p (RFp):
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where F = friends, E = enemies, N = all neighbors
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• Rather than simply examining how many orthographic neighbors a word has, it can be informative to examine where
these neighbors mismatch the target word

• Friend benefits tend to be most pronounced at positions where there is low uncertainty about letter identity
Ø Low entropy positions tend to have relatively high proportions of friends; probability is amassed on relatively few

letters, so it is unlikely for a target word to have many enemies at these positions
Ø Notably, low entropy positions tend to involve vowels; do RFp effects depend on orthography-phonology mapping?

• Computationally, what might account for these differences in RF effects by position?
Ø Could emerge in a system that uses some degree of serial processing, where positions are processed in

accordance with their information content
Ø Might also emerge in a fully parallel, interactive system; low-entropy positions will have more friends and therefore

stronger “gang effects”5

Ø Ongoing computational modeling work (submitted to Psychonomics) is investigating this further
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Background
• Recognition of a visual word is generally facilitated by the target’s orthographic neighbors1

• Neighbors differ from target by substitution of one letter4

• A neighbor is considered an enemy at mismatch position and a friend at all other
positions (e.g., CAKE is an enemy of LAKE at position 1)

• Readers are sensitive to predictability of letters at different positions3,6

• Does the facilitative influence of orthographic neighbors vary across letter positions? If so, are these effects
related to letter predictability at each position?
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RFp benefit on response latency (as measured by regression beta weights) is most pronounced in 
low entropy positions, as measured by global entropy and entropy path

• Considered two approaches for quantifying predictability of 
letter  (i.e., uncertainty or entropy) at each letter position:
1. An entropy path measure used in a previous study3

Ø Relative importance of each position ascertained by 
ideal reader model that processes positions sequentially

Ø After processing a letter, determines which position to 
process next based on which position will most reduce 
uncertainty about word identity 

Ø Thus, traverses the path through word that most 
reduces moment-to-moment entropy

2. A global entropy measure
Ø Given word length, what is the entropy at each position?
Ø Calculation is independent of other positions and does 

not assume serial processing
In scatterplots, labels (e.g., 4:2) first indicate 
word length (4 letters) then position within 

word (2nd position)
Global Entropy Measure:
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